Cooperative breeding in white helmetshrikes:
1 Behavioural
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Helping for future benefits?
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Background
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Breeders
• Produce offspring
Helper
(retained offspring)

Cooperative breeding dilemma: Why invest in others’ offspring instead of own reproduction?
 Kin selection hypothesis: helping relatives to spread shared genes  often insufficient explanation (e.g. unrelated helpers)
 Group augmentation (GA) hypothesis: Helpers raise recruits who benefit them in return
• benefits of enlarged group size (e.g. reduced predation risk, shared vigilance, shared workload)
• recruits return help (e.g. raise helper’s future young)
White helmetshrikes (Prionops plumatus) assumed to disperse in same-sex coalitions  gain GA benefits?

• Boost group fitness?
• Gain group benefits?

Do helmetshrikes help to recruit future helpers ?
Disperse
together

Field study in Mbuluzi Game Reserve, Eswatini. By catching whole groups and observing
nests and groups of white helmetshrikes, we aim to answer the following questions:

A) Do helpers improve reproductive success?

• Gain group benefits?

B) Do helpers gain group benefits?
Form new group with
opposite-sex
coalition?

• Produce offspring
Helpers
(former recipients)
• Boost group fitness?

Nest observations

• Preferential provisioning to same-sex young

Predator intrusion tests

Biometrics of caught birds

Focal observations

C)

• Parentage & relatedness among group members:
 helpers are closely related to the same-sex breeder but
unrelated to the opposite-sex breeder

D) Do helpers direct care to future coalition partners?

Breeding data

B)

• Individuals in larger groups
•  time available for foraging
•  individual condition

C) Are groups composed of coalitions?



How?

A)

•  nestling provisioning rates
•  fledglings
•  nest predation

Dispersers
(former helpers
+ help recipients?)

Dominant breeders
(former helpers)
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Catching, blood-sampling &
genotyping of whole groups

D)

Feeding
observations
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